The correlation factor for impurity diffusion by single vacancies in the diamond structure is calculated taking into account eight distinct vacancy-atom exchange rates. Arguments are given that such a model is physically more realistic than the usual four frequency model. It turns out that the differ ence from the results obtained by the latter model can become large.
Introduction
In a previous paper1 (to be referred to as paper I), we have calculated the correlation factor / for impurity diffusion by means of single vacancies in the diamond structure. We also included the effect of a long range Coulombic interaction between an impurity and a vacancy as proposed by Mehrer2.
We calculated / as a function of five distinct atomvacancy exchange rates: wit for exchange of a vacancy with the tracer, w\2 for a jump of a vacancy neighbouring the tracer to a second nearest neighbour of the tracer and by similar definitions and W25. All other exchange rates were assumed to be equal to w0, the exchange rate for self-diffusion. Consequently, in the absence of a long range electro static interaction, the potential barriers for the various jumps to overcome will have a form as drawn in Fig. 1 . We get W 23 V23* -= exp(Ag/kT) (1) W 32 "32' w >25 v25* -= ^ exp(Ag/kT) W 52 v52
where Ag is the difference in Gibbs free energy for the vacancy in both potential wells and the quantities v* for a crystal containing N atoms (3N degrees of freedom) are following Vineyard3 given by 3 n 1 3n-1 n * ; 1
The v( are the 3N normal frequencies of lattice modes, when the atom neighbouring a vacancy is in its initial position, the v\ are the 37V-1 frequencies of normal modes when the crystal is considered to vibrate around the saddle point configuration. When we assume the pro duct of frequencies of normal modes to be the same for the vacancy in a third and in a fifth nearest neighbour position (the wells for those positions have the same depth), it turns out that (cf. Lidiard4)
So, in absence of long range electrostatic interaction the model used in paper I is not quite consistent and one has to choose at least eight, distinct jump frequencies. Therefore we will calculate / as a function of exchange rates w1T, w\2, w2\,xv2t,,w2s,wt,2, w52 and w0. Moreover such a model may physically be more realistic than Manning' sfour frequencies model5, because one of the six non-jumping atoms involved in the saddle-point configuration for W23-, W25-, W 32-and w52-jumps is a nearest neighbour of the tracer.
Calculation of the correlation factor
The calculation is based on the same classification of lattice sites and uses the same formalism as in paper I.
The starting equation for the correlation factor is
After the initial jump the tracer is situated in the origin of the coordinate system and the vacancy occupies one of the A2-sites (See Fig. 1 of paper I). We found 1 t = -wit (7) 1 ~ P\(A2Ai) + p\(A2A{) Wit + 3wi2 ' P\(A2A2) -P\(A2A\) can be calculated from
but this relation can be simplified using the symmetry equations q(B3A2) = q(Bl A1), q(B4A2) = q(B2Ax). (9) Substituting these relations into Eq. (8) (17) and the elements of pi (FF), etc. by similar relations.
As the //-shell contains 49 sets, the largest matrix the computer has to invert is a 49 x 49 matrix, whereas the former method would have demanded the impracticable inversion of a 218 x 218 matrix! As a consequence of the model the elements of pf (CC) are functions of the jump frequency ratios u = W32/W0 and v = w^wq (18) 
while in the absence of long range Coulombic inter action Eq. (5) holds, so
After substitution of pf (BB), W 12 W 12 w1T + 3 W 12 ' WIT + 3 w\2) So, contrary to pi (BB), which is a 4 x 4 matrix, pf (BB) is a 2 x 2 matrix, the inversion of which is much easier to perform.
In a similar way, writing down symmetry relations for the elements of pi (CC), p* (BB) is obtained from a 4 x 4 matrix p* (CC) by
This is a simplification found by Manning 5 and trans lated into our formalism.
Up to now, P(CC) was calculated using the equation 
where T is the one-jump transition probability matrix.
To get an accurate result this method implies the build ing of a big crystal model -in order to classify lattice sites into sets and to find the transition probabilities by inspection -and the numerical inversion of a very large matrix. Therefore we have decided to perform this classi fication as well as the calculation of the transition proba bilities by an electronic computer and to avoid the in version of i -jr. We take into account 9 shells, choosing the I-shell as a boundary. The expressions for the elements p \(HkH{)
The coefficients Ft, which are functions of u and v, can be found by means of the relations F\ = 6 -g\ -2g3 -g5 -2g-j, F2 = 3 -g2 -2g4 -g6 -2g8, Fi = 4 -£1 -g7, F4 = 2 -g2 -g$, F5 = 4 -2gi -2g-, + g\gn -gigs, F6 = 4 -gi -g7 -2g2 -2gs + gigs + glgl -g3g6 -g4 g5 > Fj = 1 -g2 -gs + g2gS -g4g6-Tab. 1. The coefficient yi} from Eq. 25 for various values of c/kT. Nine shells for c\kT = 0 and seven shell for c/kT #= 0 were taken into account. i t r u t h s 1 = 0 1 = 0 (25)
The coefficients yu have been calculated for various strengths of Coulombic interaction and are given in Table 1 , where G stands for the denominator of the ^-s (all g]s have the same denominator). In the cases where clkT 0 seven shells were taken into account, while for c/kT -0 this number was nine.
In the absence of Coulombic interaction and taking u = v = 1 and x = y -a~i we have to reobtain the results of the four frequency model. In the case of nine shells Eq. (23) becomes 3 F = 6.228 a + 9.470 <x2 + 3.661a + 3.157'
For selfdiffusion (a = 1) we have 3F = 2.008, which is almost equal to the exact value of 2. By calculating also the coefficients for eight shells and considering that 3F -2 in case of selfdiffusion we obtain by extrapolation 3 F = 6.167 a 4-9.261 a2 + 3.627 a + 3.087
If we compare the coefficients in Eq. (27) with those obtained by Manning5 the differences appear to be at most 0.13%.
Conclusions
The modification of our former method, as given in Eqs. (16) and (17), turns out to yield far more accurate results in computing correlation factors than we were able to obtain as yet.
Moreover we were able to express 3F as a function of u, v, x and y (i.e. w32/w0, w52lw0, w2t,Iw2\ and W25/W21, respectively).
By putting * = y -a~i, which implies u = v (Eq. (5')), we get (Fi + F2) a + 3 (F5 + F6 + Fi) 3 F a2 + (F3 + F4) a + F5 + F6 + F7 '
For u (= v) = 1 (four frequency model) we obtained nearly the same coefficients as in Manning's Eq. (32). However, for values of u not much different from 1, the coefficients deviate considerably as is shown in Table 2 . Finally, when u ^ v and taking y = (v/u) x in ac cordance with Eq. (5'), 3F can be plotted as a function of x for various values of u and v. As shown in Fig. 2 Comparison of the coefficients from Eq. (18) the values of 3Fcan differ radically from those, obtained by use of the four frequency model, even when the differences between the activation energies of w32-, W 52-and w>o-jumps are not too big. It is obvious from the foregoing calculations with the aid of our physically more realistic eight frequency mo del, that results form the four frequency model have to be interpreted cautiously, because the correlation factor is rather sensitive for the values of the frequencies we added in our approach of the problem. 
